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DEAN’S MESSAGE 

Considering the rapid changes in the technology trends, the College of 

Computer Science, King Khalid University is determined to nurture new 

talents and create developers and engineers who can develop excellent 

sustainable technologies for effective automatic environment. Our mission 

is to ‘Encourage distinguished research work through the creation of an 

attractive and stimulating environment to achieve goals of the College, 

University and as well as the Society, in order to contribute to the 

development and improvement of our country’s future plans’. The world is 

changing rapidly and it is facing challenges in many areas such as energy, 

water, food, health and environment. Challenges that creates opportunities, 

engineers are best to develop process with innovative approach to tackle these challenges for a better 

and sustainable world. The starting point of any innovation is the laboratory apparatus and the 

outcome of development is the production plant. The up-to-date information about the process of 

development can be obtained not only from patent and published literature but also from conferences 

and discussion in scientific events and gathering. In this regard, the College of Computer Science is 

collaborating with the Deanship of Scientific Research in organizing the ‘Annual Research Day’ 

event. I hope this event will offer the most attractive platform for discussing emerging technologies 

that would result in multidisciplinary network, collaboration and high quality research outcomes. 
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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE 

Saudi Arabia is undergoing a myriad of transformations in the field of 

research and innovation in higher education. Globalization has resulted in 

increased mobility, collaboration and a revolutionary change in the way 

we teach and learn. Institutions of higher learning in Saudi Arabia 

(eventually) all expected to teach well, provide excellent consultancy, 

conduct excellent research and be financially sustainable. Researchers and 

post-graduate students through the Centers of Excellence in a University 

increasingly expected to undertake multi-disciplinary research, which have 

high impact and contribute to the nation’s productivity. Saudi Arabia’s 

future economic wellbeing and its ability to break out of the middle income 

trap it finds itself in depends very much on its success in transforming its 

economy into an innovation-led one. This is by no means an easy task, research has taken a backseat 

for many years and it is only now that significant amounts of funds are being made available for 

research. The research culture is now beginning to take root in KKU, which still needs to be nurture 

but the signs for the future are good. As KSA’s premier Research University, KKU will have even 

more research activities, collaboration, partnerships and engagements with the other Universities 

and Industries locally and abroad to share and capitalize on leading-edge research carried out by its 

researchers.  KKU’s role in leading Kingdom research and innovation will be its everlasting 

contribution to Malaysia’s New Economic Model and the coveted developed country status. The 

question is not whether KKU can lift research and innovation to be truly world class but when and 

how quickly this will happen. The Proceeding of 14th Research Day aims to disseminate information 

to existing and potential researchers, stakeholders and the community at large and share current 

information on CS research activities, expertise, infrastructure and services. 

 

        Dr. Nawsher Khan  
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PREFACE  

The Organizing Committee extends a warm welcome to all participants with us in the 14th Annual 

Research Day hosted by the King Khalid’s Deanship of Scientific Research in collaboration with 

the College of Computer Science.  

The Deanship of Scientific Research is committed to bring interesting and healthy research 

environment actively to King Khalid University. We want all the faculty members of computer 

disciplines to participate in research projects and to bring King Khalid University at par with other 

national and international educational and research institutions.  

This major aim identified is to bring together academicians and research scholars of various interests 

on a common platform, initiating exchange of new ideas, experiences, and knowledge providing an 

opportunity to look for ways to find practical solutions in digital world.  

It is a great pleasure to present the proceeding for the 14th Annual Research Day comprising of 

accepted research papers. The review committee reviewed the submitted papers. On the base of 

originality, significance and diversity of the subject, paper selected for oral presentation.  

We express our sincere thanks to all those who presented/participated in this event.  Especial thanks 

for the Deanship of Scientific Research for their support that help directing this event. 

 

 

Organizing Committee 

 Ms. Kommineni Jenni 

 Mr. Mohammed Qayyum 
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ABOUT RESEARCH DAY  

The 14th Research Day of College of Computer Science gathers not only scholars and faculty, but 

also all people that are working in computer science fields to discuss, learn and share their scientific 

experience, find new partners, meet key experts and enjoy exciting program. During this event 

participants will get acquainted with scientific innovations, perspectives and most relevant topics in 

the fields of computer science i.e. New Technology Trends, Cyber Security, Computer Security, 

Data Communication, Computer Vision, Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Bioinformatics, 

but not limited to these areas.  

  

The 14th Research Day also gives an opportunity for students and doctorates, who are doing their 

scientific research to present it to a larger audience, get constructive criticism and useful advice. This 

event is an open scientific environment where everyone interested in computer science are gathered 

to build partnerships as well as share and develop new ideas. Event base is curiosity, constructive 

criticism and a wish to improve. 

* For more information with detail, the link https://cs.kku.edu.sa/en/content/977 can be followed.   

 

           Organizing Committee 

  

https://cs.kku.edu.sa/en/content/977
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Enhanced Deep Learning Model for Automated Annotation for Breast Radiology 

Reports Using NLP 

Ahmed Sahl  

Collage of Computer Science, King Khalid University Abha, Saudi Arabia 
akaldin@kku.edu.sa 

 

ABSTRACT 
 

Currently the availability of image data itself is not a challenge, but the acquisition of relevant 

annotations/labeling for these images. An unsolved challenge in medical image analysis and its 

related radiology reports is to turn the radiology reports into an accurate annotations or structured 

labels in an automated manner using Natural Language Processing (NLP). Well-extracted and 

annotated radiology reports will significantly help to detect ambiguities and uncertainty in the 

reports that can help physicians to improve report clarity. Our goal is to develop an enhanced deep 

learning model using NLP methods to tackle the challenges of annotating radiology reports and 

increase the rate of detecting ambiguous descriptions of final assessment categories in breast 

radiology reports. The method used to tackle the issues consists of three main consecutive phases: 

Phase one focuses on annotation techniques which aimed to extract BI-RADS information from the 

radiology report using machine learning method. Phase two is the reprocessing of radiology reports 

using the clinical Text Analysis and Knowledge Extraction System (cTAKES). The final phase is a 

deep learning model to increase the accuracy rate using a dataset divided into a training set 

containing 60% of all instances, a development set containing 10% of all instances, and a test set 

containing 30% of all instances. The model is able to annotate and classify radiology reports and can 

serve as the foundation for future studies that will leverage automated annotation, to provide 

feedback to radiologists as part of a learning health system loop. 
  

KEYWORDS: Deep Learning, NPL/Natural Language Processing, Medical Imaging, 

Medical/Radiology Reports, Annotation, Information Extraction 
 
 

---------------------------------------- 
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Predictive Analysis and Early Detection of Organ Shape Reform in Human using 

Template Based Matching Model 

Kommineni Jenni 

Collage of Computer Science, King Khalid University Abha, Saudi Arabia 
jenni@kku.edu.sa  

 

ABSTRACT 
 

The objective of this research is to predict organ damages to save humans from serious health issues 

such as cancer or other cardio or organ diseases. Nowadays, human life style has adopted to 

electronic gadgets, busy life style and other food habits causes pressure on human organs 

enormously, which results organ reformation. The study is focused to early identification of organ 

shape change and alert patients for primary diagnose. There are several internal organs in human 

body, among all five vital organs are required to survive are brain, heart, kidneys, liver and lungs. 

The reason for early detection of organ shape is most of the times humans not feel pain until unless 

there is a serious damage or malfunction of organ. So, the research is focused to build a model using 

template based matching technique in image processing. The research processes includes conversion 

of input image to binary along with its each organ feature template and find a correlation of input 

template through the overlapping areas of an organ image, the portion that finds maximum 

correlation coefficient with each organ shape is referred as a reference organ region. This is the 

procedure how to identify each organ pattern in human body. Then, based on similarity score of 

input image and reference template organ similarity score we can decide shape of organ is changed 

or not. The experimental procedure need huge collection of organ template images and edge points 

for similarity measure. The existing research works focused on specific organ detection, here in 

proposed method covers vital organs in human body and shown accurate results comparatively.  

 

KEYWORDS: Template matching, correlation coefficient, Organs, feature extraction. 
 
 

---------------------------------------- 
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Scale-able Data Analysis and Query Processing 

Sehrish Tabassam 

Department of Computer Science, College of Computer Science 

King Khalid University 

sageel@kku.edu.sa 

ABSTRACT 

Scalable data is the demand of many of the emerging technologies. To target scalability, query 

processing plays an important role. Target is to achieve maximum performance in terms of less 

execution time and more output. This could be achieved with any selected data and implementing 

advanced algorithms in any platform. This paper has worked in ArcMap to handle data of maps 

through different layers. Map reduction in size ease the process of query processing and generates 

the resultant records much faster. Also query category contributes to scalability as well. Classifying 

a compound query into simple ones add positive impact on the results. Query payload and cost are 

controlled by maintaining execution time of the query and enhancing retuned records per command. 

This is helpful in analyzing different map layers for selected area of interest. Scalable map data is 

selected, analyzed with different map layers and results are obtained of processed queries that clearly 

indicates the successful achievement of scalability of the data through controlled process of query 

handling in smart and efficient way.  
 

KEYWORDS: scalable data; scalability; query processing; ArcGIS; ArcMap; Query processing; 

query execution 

 

------------------------- 
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Block chain Technology: Protection of Health Record Transaction  

Azath Mubarakali, Omer Elsier  

College of Computer Science, King Khalid University, Saudi Arabia  
mailmeazath@gmail.com, omr_X2@yahoo.com  

ABSTRACT 

In recent years, the blockchain technology considered as adaptable compared to other techniques. 

Many of the industry, understanding the block chain technology is utilizing for financial services 

and its transactions but it also effective in other sectors like healthcare industry. Existing methods 

are hazardous; where, data stored in outsider servers might be eavesdropped, stolen, or legitimate 

way. Nevertheless, the trustworthiness of storage server architecture relies upon dependability of 

single service provider. The security managers detect the which are client(s) can get to a specific 

part of the data. However, the existing method is increasingly failed to maintain access control, 

record transaction authentications with anonymous interruptions. The paper proposes a Secure and 

Efficient Health Record Transaction Utilizing Block chain (SEHRTB) algorithm for addressing 

health record information transaction between the patient, doctor, service providers, and institutions 

in a privacy-preserving way. The work provides a healthcare sector with blockchain technology. In 

health care, the work enables the patient to control and share their health record into cloud storage 

easily in a secured manner without any violation of privacy. It provides an effective way to ensure 

the patient data privately in intelligent health care systems. The paper indicates the system built in a 

decentralized computing system to assure trusted third party for conducting computation over patient 

data without violating the privacy.  

 
KEYWORDS:  Blockchain technology, health records, privacy, Latency, Execution Time, 

Throughput, Secure and Efficient Health Record Transaction Utilizing Blockchain (SEHRTB) 

algorithm 

 

…………………………. 
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Principal Component Analysis for Image Data Analytics: 

 A Statistical Approach 

Vasanthi Muniasamy1, Anandhavalli2  

1Community College Khamis, 2College of Computer Science,   

King Khalid University, Abha, Saudi Arabia 
wmsami@kku.edu.sa, anandhavalli@kku.edu.sa 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

This paper focuses on how the statistical methods especially principal component analysis plays a 

vital role in an image data for dimensionality reduction. PCA is a dimensional reduction tool that 

can be used to reduce a large set of variables to a small set that still contains most of the information 

in the original set. For performing PCA over an image data, several famous image databases are 

considered for this experiment. The size of each bitmap image is resized to 92 x 112 pixels, with 

256 grey levels per pixel – 8 bit depth. For image attribute extraction, the data file is extracted from 

each bitmap image file and then PCA concept is applied to extract the unique properties of the image 

which differentiate it from other images of chosen database. We provide an overview of how to build 

Matlab code for extracting PCA components in step by step manner to support those new for PCA 

concept over an image and the output file is available for their future reference. 

KEYWORDS: Principal Component Analysis, ORL database, Eigen Value, Eigen vector, 

dimensionality reduction. 

---------------------------------------- 
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A Systematic and Comprehensive Reveal  

Machine Learning Algorithms in the Context of IoT Security 

Devi Mani1, R.U Anitha2, R. Dhaya3, G. Pooja Dixikha4 

1,3Computer Science Department, Sarat Abidah Campus, King Khalid University, Abha, KSA 
2Computer Science Department, Ahad Rufaidha Campus, King Khalid University, KSA 

4UG Scholar, Department of ECE, Sona College of Technology, Tamilnadu, India 
1dmani@kku.edu.sa, 2ausha@kku.edu.sa, 3dambika@kku.edu.sa 

ABSTRACT 

In the tech industry, Machine learning ( ML)  and Internet of Things ( IoT) are the hottest topics. 

ML and IoT are rapidly advancing technologies that create significant impacts on our everyday lives. 

A nation’s economic wealth could be viewed as: Entrepreneurship + Energy  + Connectivity ( Sensor 

level + network level + application level ). IoT is a part of network and a core component of Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP) which is the broadest quantitative proportion of a nation’s complete 

economic activity .Gartner predicts that IoT will unearth more than $1.9 trillion in revenue before 

2020; Cisco estimates there will be more than 50 billion connected devices by the same date. These 

gigantic growths of IoT device’s security have become complexity due to its limited power and 

computation resources. Moreover, there are so many potential threats such as active and passive 

attacks that can affect the main security requirements for instance confidentiality, integrity, 

authentication, authorization, availability and non-repudiation. In this scenario, ML development 

shows the right path for the research community to develop the powerful analytical methods that can 

be used to enhance IoT security. Hence researchers and scientists on security requirements 

predominantly concentrates on optimizing and applying most promising ML algorithms  such as (i) 

Support Vector Machines (SVM) for intrusion detection and authentication issues in IoT , (ii) K-

Nearest Neighbour (KNN) for impersonation attacks and false data injection attacks , (iii) Ensemble 

learning ( EL) for IoT device identification , (iv) Random Forest (RF) for authorization etc.,. 

The intention of this work is to explore the IoT concept and investigate the machine learning 

algorithm’s role in the context of IoT security in a systematic and comprehensive way. This 

comprehensive reveal aims to provide a valuable manual that can encourage researchers to optimize 

an intelligent end-to-end IoT security based approaches with the support of Machine learning 

algorithms. 

 

KEYWORDS: Machine Learning, Internet of Things, Algorithms, Security. 

---------------------------------------- 
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SENTIMENT ANALYSIS OF HOLY QURAN: 

 A Perspective of Data Scientist 

Prasanalakshmi Balaji 

College of Arts and Science, Female campus- Ahd rufidah,  

King Khalid University, Abha, Saudi Arabia 
prengaraj@kku.edu.sa 

 

ABSTRACT 

Holy Quran, a primary religious text used by Islamic people, which contains the revelations and 

instructions from  God(in Arabic “ALLAH”) given to Muhammad, the prophet of Islam between 

610 AD and 632 AD when Muhammed died. This discussion is provided with the language 

utilization, word counts by chapter, Analysis on the chapter length and chapter order, the term 

frequency of the words used, Bigrams and Trigrams used and sentiment score in Quran are discussed. 

Even though many text mining researches happened in Quran in their translated versions including 

this work, text mining on the original and authoritative text, in Arabic was not initiated in the soft 

computing field. Since translations may mislead at some instance and may not convey the full 

intended meaning of cultural, textual and historic differences, Arabic original version is to be chosen. 

Hence these analysis including the sentimental analysis is to be proposed in future based on Arabic 

text. Analysis is proceeded in R. 

 

KEYWORDS: Machine learning, R Studio, Quran, Sentiment analysis, Text mining. 

 

---------------------------------------- 
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Privacy in Internet of Healthcare Things 

Raja Abdul Sattar, Usman Ahmed, Arshi Naim  

 

Collage of Computer Science, King Khalid University Abha, Saudi Arabia 
raraja@kku.edu.sa, lusman@kku.edu.sa, arshi@kku.edu.sa  

 

ABSTRACT 
 

Internet of things (IoT) is a notion; where man to machine everything is getting smart. It’s a concept 

which explains that everything around us such as: vehicles, appliances, gadgets, homes, electronics 

and the medical equipment’s which we possess are a part of a well-connected physical network 

which produce, process, receives and share huge amount of data to several ends based on our daily 

life. Much of these IoT devices are used in healthcare sector to monitor and analyze patients’ data. 

Smart healthcare is term which is known as a digitization of healthcare systems connecting available 

medical devices and healthcare services. The immense growth of sensitive data generated by these 

IoT devices presents challenges to security and to sovereignty of human being identity. Smart users 

can really relish the maximum advantage of digital world; if the security and privacy concerns that 

inherit with storing sensitive and personal identifiable information (PII) in digital devices can be 

categorically addressed. Anonymization and unlinkability of the personal identifiable information 

(PII) from the generated data will provide a tremendous solution to maintain the user privacy. K-

anonymity is a data anonymization technique which requires each identifier to act at least k times in 

the dataset. Scalability of the K-anonymity to a larger number of attributes is an open challenge. 

This research will analyze the factors which involves in the k-anonymity scalability and improve the 

algorithm performance. 

  

KEYWORDS: IoT, Healthcare, Privacy, Data anonymization, K-anonymity, Unlinkability 
 
 

---------------------------------------- 
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THE 51 V’s OF BIG DATA: 

Survey, Technologies, Opportunities, Issues and Challenges 
 

Nawsher Khan, Arshi Naim, Mohammad Rashid Hussain, Quadri Noorulhasan Naveed,  

Naim Ahmad, Shamimul Qamar  
 

Collage of Computer Science, King Khalid University Abha, Saudi Arabia 
nawsher@kku.edu.sa, arshi@kku.edu.sa, humohammad@kku.edu.sa, qnaveed@kku.edu.sa, nagqadir@kku.edu.sa, 

drsqamar@rediffmail.com 

 

ABSTRACT 
 

Currently Big Data is the biggest buzzword, and definitely, we believe that Big Data is changing the 

world. Some researchers say Big Data will be even bigger buzzword than the Internet. With fast-

growing computing resources, information and knowledge a new digital globe has emerged. 

Information is being created and stored at a fast rate and is being accessed by a vast range of 

applications through scientific computing, commercial workloads, and social media. In 2018, over 

28 billion devices globally, are connected to the internet. In 2020, more than 50 billion smart 

appliances will be connected worldwide and internet traffic flow will be 92 times greater than it was 

in 2005. The usage of such a massive number of connected devices not only increase the data volume 

but also the velocity of data addition with speed of light on fiber optic and various wireless networks. 

This fast generation of enormous data creates numerous threats and challenges. There exist various 

approaches that are addressing issues and challenges of Big Data with the theory of Vs such as 3 

V’s, 5 V’s, 7 V’s etc. The objective of this work is to explore and investigate the status of the current 

Big Data domain. Further, a comprehensive overview of Big Data, its characteristics, opportunities, 

issues, and challenges have been explored and described with the help of 51 V’s. The outcome of 

this research will help in understanding the Big Data in a systematic way. 
  

KEYWORDS: Big Data, Data Generation, Data Characteristics, Data Storage 
 
 

---------------------------------------- 
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A framework with data mining approaches: 

 To predict early outbreak of dengue epidemic 

 

Mohammed Abdul Khaleel, Jamel Baili  
 

College of Computer Science, King Khalid University Abha, Saudi Arabia 
mkhlel@kku.edu.sa, jabaili@kku.edu.sa. 

 

ABSTRACT 

Currently Of late Dengue has been emerging as one of the epidemics that cause major threat to global 

health. According to best estimates 20,000 deaths, 40 million symptomatic episodes are reported 

across the globe. Nearly 3 billion people live in the areas where the epidemic is prevailing. The 

epidemic has its presence in 100 countries including Caribbean, Southeast Asia, and Latin America 

where 70% of the global dengue mortality and morbidity was reported. The true cases of Dengue 

might be many times higher than this. As the situation is alarming, it is inevitable to have 

mechanisms to take care of public health. Now it became a matter of emergency to deal with 

frequently occurring Dengue outbreaks. Public health surveillance systems are to be improved with 

extreme timeliness in detecting the epidemic. Many approaches came into existence to predict early 

detection of disease outbreak. Most of them depend on the health-care data with univariate time 

series. However, the present health-care data has a wealth of other information such as demographic, 

spatial, temporal, and symptom information that can be exploited. In this paper, we propose an 

algorithm named Multivariate Near Real time Dengue Outbreak Detection (MNRDOD) which 

follows two-fold approach. First, it makes a baseline distribution of disease with temporal trends. 

Second, the recent healthcare data is compared with baseline distribution besides applying 

appropriate data mining algorithms. MNRDOD incorporates multivariate data and underlying data 

mining methods to produce a prediction model. We built a tool that can demonstrate the proof of 

concept. The empirical results reveal significant increase in accuracy and timeliness of detection of 

Dengue epidemic outbreak.. 

KEYWORDS: Dengue epidemic outbreak detection, public health surveillance, data mining 

methods. 
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Urdu Image to Text Using Neural Networks 

Rahmathullah Mohammed, Mohammed Kareem Khan 

 

College of Computer Science, King Khalid University Abha, Saudi Arabia 
rhmt@kku.edu.sa, mkkhan@kku.edu.sa 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Urdu stands on the 30th place among the approximately 6900 languages spoken all over the world 

with more than 100 million native speakers. It is the official language of Pakistan and it is one of the 

22 official languages of India. There is a lot of Islamic and Historical literature in Urdu language in 

the form of images online. There are many constraints to work with images like it requires more 

memory, more bandwidth for transmission or downloading and also search related issues. So there 

is a necessity for a technology to convert the Urdu images into the text. Urdu Optical Character 

Recognition is the much-ignored area of research compared to the other languages because of the 

complexities associated with the script like it is written in right-to-left, many characters are similar 

with one another and the characters take different shapes depending on their position in the word 

viz. beginning or middle or at the end. Our research focus is on taking the Urdu image as the input 

and segment it into the characters. The segmented characters are given as input to the neural network 

for the classification of characters. The generated characters are then merged together and the end 

result is available in the text document. The above research is still in progress and the results obtained 

till now are very encouraging even though it is not 100% efficient. 
  

KEYWORDS: Urdu OCR, Neural Networks, Feed forward Neural Network, Editable Urdu text, 

image to text. 
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Challenges and Opportunities in using Memetic 

Algorithms for Home healthcare Applications 

Luke Melita 

College of Arts and Science, King Khalid University, Sarat Abidah, Saudi Arabia 
melitaluke@gmail.com 

ABSTRACT 

Globally, the growing need for home health care for elderly and sickly has necessitated the 

origination of home health care software systems, specially designed for home health providers and 

government entities. According to Demographic, social and health indicators for the countries of the 

Eastern Mediterranean (2012), the average life expectancy of Saudi Arabian nationals has been 

identified to be 73.8 years, and this instigates home healthcare systems to be a vital part of Vision 

2030. This implicates that the home healthcare data that is to be handled requires complex 

and efficient mechanism to optimize its activities. This is a multi-objective problem requiring to 

minimize the travel and work time of health providers with an even distribution of duties based on 

their roles and qualifications, however without compromising the quality of service and considering 

patients’ priorities. Memetic algorithms is an extension of genetic algorithms with a local search, 

which is comparatively faster in providing results for multi-objective optimization problems.  

The present study scrutinizes the suitability of memetic algorithms for home healthcare optimization 

based on the recent literature evidences. A search was performed using key databases and metasearch 

engines. Of 109 identified potential articles, 21 were selected for this review. Despite the availability 

of several implementation mechanisms for home healthcare like tabu search, genetic algorithms, 

stochastic programming, simulated annealing, multi-directional local search etc., memetic algorithm 

has been identified to outperform the rest. However, some challenges like requiring adaptive 

components, flexibility, and need of both hard and soft time window constraints etc., and how they 

are addressed are discussed. 

 

KEYWORDS: Memetic algorithms, Home healthcare, multi-objective optimization, scheduling. 
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ABSTRACT 

Cutting edge wireless networks must suit the accessible data rate in the quickly developing requests 

of rising system with the necessity to boost the capacity of networks. Empowering the better 

depending methodology is one of the best approaches to enhance the capacity with productive use 

of assets. Propelled by the perception of a few relaying approaches, the uncertain nature of wireless 

system must be taken care of betterly with wise choices on relay determination. The proposed 

conventions are planned in four sections in this paper. In initial segment, a recipe to settle on 

knowledge decision of relay at each location based on impressive QoS parameters is proposed. The 

second part is capable to improve the proposed method to decrease the decision to end delay. The 

third part works dependent on doling out need among the parameters to finish up the benefits and 

bad marks among the individual or unique parameters. The fourth part demonstrates an integration 

of gaming choice in the proposed source for the improvement of throughput and packet delivery 

ratio. The meticulous investigation of the proposed methodologies demonstrated that our imitation 

results have produced notable throughput than the traditional or existing module. 

 

KEYWORDS: Wireless network, Cooperative communication, Relaying strategy, Random 

selection, Multi hop environment  
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ABSTRACT 

Human emotion identification or as sometimes known by Facial expression recognition performs an 

important issue in the human–machine area. Facial Expression Recognition system is used in many 

fields these days like security, medical area and so on. The security of information is becoming very 

significant. Security cameras are presently common in Universities, ATM, Banks, airports, Offices, 

and in any locations using a security system. Facial Expression recognition system should be able to 

automatically detect a face in an image. 

The strategies introduced in paper for perceiving six distinctive facial human emotions, which are 

appall, furious, miserable, cheerful, dread and astonishment. Gabor Wavelet filter is utilized for 

separating highlights, Fisher's direct discriminant work used to change higher dimensional element 

vector into two dimensional vectors at that point preparing and perceiving emotions utilizing three 

differnet nueral networks Back Propagation Neural Network (BPN), Single Layer Neural Networks 

(SLN) and Cerebella Model Articulation (CMAC). 
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ABSTRACT 

The research aims to reduce the crime rate in society and increase the surveillance performance in 

public areas such as airports, government organizations, hospitals and educational hubs. The existing 

research in this area has an enhanced result but still facing challenges to detect crime due to 

dynamical variations in human face. This paper focused on identifying suspicious activity in multiple 

stages based on location constraints and different slots. The work flows include the recording of 

CCTV videos in database and maintain suspicious log record for future reference. The initial steps 

are converting video to binary images, store the data and rise alert for security guard based on 

number of motion tracking per each stage in motion analysis. The preprocessing, feature extraction, 

retrieval of similar face image and report result to security office for efficient safety provider. The 

suspicious activity is defined here as based on facial emotion and abnormal behavior of the person 

in isolated places. The procedure for motion tracking is based on focal points of human movements 

in various locations and number of times the person appears in same location. The system integrates 

computer vision algorithms to perform its function: a human detection algorithm, an object tracking 

algorithm, and a motion analysis and classification algorithm. The shape based feature extraction 

methods, noise removal, and support vector machine are used for classification. The implementation 

is done on stored videos and has an effective accuracy of greater than 92% for detecting precise 

suspicious activities than existing results comparatively. This can also be implementing in real time 

and considered it as a future work. 
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ABSTRACT  

A novel method for image retrieval, based on statistical parameter test such as F-Ratio test for 

equality of variance and independent two-sample t-test for equality of mean, is proposed in this 

paper. The aforesaid test are applied globally on the image. First, the F-Ratio test is applied. If the 

images pass this test, then it is proceeded to independent two-sample t-test to test the spectrum of 

energy. If the test image and trained images pass both the tests then it is inferred that the test image 

is recognized and both belong to the same class that is both images are similar. Otherwise the test 

image is not belongs to any class and marked as unidentified. Experimental results show that the 

proposed method performs well. 

KEYWORDS: Image retrieval, F-Ratio test, independent two-sample t-test. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the past few years, there has been a significant development in the field of machine learning to 

know how it can be used in various research and industrial platform.  

Modern Computer Classification Systems are a form of Machine Learning that use Learning 

Algorithms to provide a way for computers to make a decision based on experience and, in the 

process, emulates certain forms of human decision-making. 

As the Large volume of data is available everywhere, therefore the data has to be analyzed to extract 

useful pattern using advanced analytics based on the trends and historical relationship between data. 

This paper deal with the potential of how advanced analytics is mainly used in the application of 

machine learning platforms. 
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ABSTRACT 

Magnetic resonance imaging of the brain is increasingly used both in research and in clinical 

medicine. It is an effective tool that provides detailed information about the targeted brain tumor 

anatomy, to enable effective diagnosis, treatment and monitoring of the disease. The extraction of 

specified regions from the medical images happens through image processing. The clear detection 

of the tumor will help the doctors to classify it, the segmentation of the tumor from other part also 

very important. In this research work, a new approach is proposed and named as, an automatic 

classification of normal and abnormal non-enhanced MRI images. An initial stage, the noise is 

reduced by modified wiener filter and the preprocessed images are segmented by using region 

growing based segmentation. It is used to separate the images into meaningful information. In the 

third stage, various edges of features are extracted by using modified GLCM algorithm and feature 

dimensionality reduction by PCA algorithm. The feature reduction is used to reduce the random 

variables. At last, the Novel neural network based classifier is applied to the images for identified 

the normal and abnormal tissue of medical image. Experimentation is done with the Internet Brain 

Segmentation Repository (IBSR) dataset, which contains multiple scan images of patients with and 

without brain tumor.172 brain images have been analyzed for the sake of providing experimental 

results. The performance of the classifier is analyzed with occurrence of true positive, false positive, 

false negative and true negative rates. Also, the accuracy rate has been determined in terms of 

precision, F1-score and Jaccard, dice and Kappa coefficient. Experimental results reveal the efficacy 

of the adduced methodology as compared to the related works which classifies the medical image as 

normal and abnormal. 

KEYWORDS: Brain Tumor, MRI, segmentation, GLCM, Region Growing. 
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ABSTRACT 

From past few decades, the modern civilization is focused on developing technologies to make life 

sophisticated and advanced. Due to this revolution, the users and computing resources increased 

exponentially, of which management need to be pondered upon. So, to manage efficiency of a system 

by accomplishing tasks in less time and with the help of available resources computing efficiency 

comes into existence. Now with the help of internet, connecting the whole world with high data rate 

is used to make computing efficient and reliable geographically. Many computing methods have 

been implemented and many have been explored to meet the goal. Grid computing is one such 

method which enables collaborative use of heterogeneous and geographically dispersed resources as 

a powerful unit. The aim of this research is to provide a complete picture of grid computing. 

Furthermore, the algorithms, limitations and comparisons with other computing techniques are 

elaborated. 
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ABSTRACT 

Computer vision is the processes making the computer controlled equipment to work with inbuilt 

capability in thinking and taking decisions according to the working environment. Artificial 

intelligence algorithms are incorporated into with image processing methods to make the computer 

vision system self-contained to work in the absence of a human supervisor. 

Implementation area: Self navigation office mobile robot. Methodology adopted: Acquiring images 

of the office environment. The images obtained are: working employees, Obstacles in the pathway 

of the robot and Construction of the pathway. Step 1: The images are extracted from the video and 

similar images are grouped into tasks. Step 2: Image processing algorithms are used to preprocess 

the image, segment it, extract features by using statistical methods, create index file for each group 

of the features extracted. Step 3: A Dynamic artificial neural network (DANN) algorithm is used to 

learn the features and indices already stored in the index file. Step 4: Final implementation of the 

recognition of the images in the sample video from the office environment is simulated by using 

Matlab 2018a. Results: The accuracy of the implemented algorithm is acceptable, however, more 

videos of the office environment have to be used for the effective implementation of the proposed 

system. 
  

KEYWORDS: Office mobile robot, Video processing, Training and Testing of DANN, Method of 
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